is an abstraction describing properties t h a t must be satisfied by a mechanism enforcing a policy regulating access to information. Those properties are: tamperproof, always invoked, and small enough to be subjected t o analysis and testing, the completeness of which can be a.ssured.
A Traditional Approach t o Trust
T h e Reference Monitor Concept [l] is an abstraction describing properties t h a t must be satisfied by a mechanism enforcing a policy regulating access to information. Those properties are: tamperproof, always invoked, and small enough to be subjected t o analysis and testing, the completeness of which can be a.ssured.
It is realized by the creation of a reference validation mechanism which uses an authorization database to validate access by users, or their surrogates, viz.
processes, to information in the form of data.
Traditional approaches t o constructing reference validation mechanisms have combined hardware and software mechanisms t o create protection domains [8] .
The reference validation mechanism must create a domain for its own execution that satisfies both the requirements for tamperproofness and non-bypassability. Otherwise, the mechanism is not conceptually coinplete. It is impossible t o demonstrate that a mechanism is tamperproof if it can be bypassed and the underlying resources upon which it depends can be inanipulated. Similarly, a mechanism ca.nnot he called non-bypassable, if it is subject to tampering which might permit detours around the validation checks.
In traditional operating systems, whether or not they contain a reference validat,ion mechanism, enca.psulation of privileged mechanisms is costly. Context switches between the external domain and that containing the operating system or reference validation mechanism are required. The result is a performance penalty.
New Operating Systems
Today, a principal criterion by which new operating systems are judged is the level of performance that they provide for applications. To this end, new operating systems have sought novel approaches to performance enhancement. A theme common to many of these initiatives is that of specialization. Instead of an operating system designed to serve a,ll applications (either equally well or equally badly), the operating system is adapted t o serve the needs of the application. The intent is not t o provide a different static operating system for each application but to allow the operating system to be dynamically modified or "specialized" to best serve each application.
These include:
nps . navy. mil
Abandonment of resource abstraction by the operating system in exchange for small policy-neutral kernels designed t o multiplex hardware-level resources to the application domain where library operating systems eliminate the need for context switching to obtain many traditional operating system services.
* An approach in which costly context switches required for applications t o access underlying resources are eliminated by allowing applications t o insert extensions into the kernel at runtime while still maintaining the integrity of the operating system and isolation of applications.
Exploration of the use of type-safe languages as a way t o insure policy enforcement by the operating system and/or applications.
New designs to provide performance optimization by creating just-in-time operating system support: the dynamic generation and composition of operating system code.
Innovative use of virtual machine concepts t o build highly efficient component-based systems that will be flexible with repect to inter-component trust and to the control of resources by various subsystems.
The use of code components t o which are bound proofs of safety obligations which are imposed by the target system and which may be checked just prior to execution.
Not only are we presented with the possibility that the boundary between the application and the security policy enforcement mechanism is blurred, but the dynamic nature of these systems raises serious questions regarding the chain of evidence that can be used t o demonstrate that the policy is being correctly enforced. W h a t can be stated about the assurance of correct security policy enforcement in a system resulting from the dynamic creation and composition of modules? In the past, the use of compilers t o enforce security was considered inadequate t o protect information of different sensitivity levels [6] . W h a t can be said today about approaches that depend upon languages and compilers?
The five operating system efforts to be presented in this panel are: the Exokernel Project [3], the Fluke Project [4], the Fox Project [7] , the Scout Project [5] , a n d the SPIN Project [a] . We hope to give an overview of the innovative techniques being used to enhance performance in these systems a n d t o discuss the effect of those enhancements on our ability to reason about the security properties of systems.
